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Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

A 

ABAMPERE AABEEMPR absolute + ampere, unit of electric current [n -S] 

ADAMSITE AADEIMST Roger Adams + (ite), American organic chemist, lung-irritating gas [n -S] 

ADMASSES AADEMSSS     advertising + masses, ADMASS, mass-media advertising [n] 

ADULARIA AAADILRU Adular + (ia), Switzerland, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AGITPROP     AGIOPPRT     agitation + propaganda, pro-communist propaganda [n -S] 

ALACHLOR AACHLLOR chlora(l)cetanilide + chloracetanilide, herbicide [n -S] 

ALBIZZIA AABIILZ Filippo delgi Albizzi(a), 18th century Italian nobleman, tropical tree [n -S] 

ALDICARB AABCDILR ald(i)ehyde + carbamide, pesticide [n -S] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR Algiers + ine, woolen fabric [n -S] 

ALKOXIDE ADEIKLOX alc(k)ohol + oxide, type of chemical salt [n -S] 

ALLANITE AAEILLNT Thomas Allan + (ite), Scottish mineralogist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ALTHOUGH     AGHHLOTU     all + though, despite the fact [conj] 

AMITROLE AEILMORT amino + triazole, herbicide [n -S] 

AMMONIAC AACIMMNO salt of Ammon + (iac), gum resin [n -S] 

AMPACITY AACIMPTY amperage + capacity, current that wire can transmit [n -TIES] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST Andes + (ite) Mountains, volcanic rock [n -S] 

ANDESYTE ADEENSTY Andes + (yte) Mountains, andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S] 

ANGSTROM AGMNORST Anders Jonas Angstrom, Swedish physicist, unit of length [n -S] 

ANKERITE AEEIKNRT Matthias Joseph Anker + (ite), Austrian mineralogist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

APPESTAT AAEPPSTT appetite + static, mechanism in central nervous system that regulates appetite [n -S] 

ATTAGIRL     AAGILRTT     that + (t) + a + girl, used to express encouragement or approval to woman or girl [interj] 

AUBRETIA AABEIRTU Claude Aubriet + (ia), French painter, aubrieta (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AUBRIETA AABEIRTU Claude Aubriet + (a), French painter, flowering plant [n -S] 

AUTOCADE AACDEOTU automobile + cavalcade, parade of automobiles [n -S] 

AVGASSES     AAEGSSSV     aviation + gas(s)olines, AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

AVIGATOR     AAGIORTV     aviation + navigator, one that navigates aircraft [n -S] 

AVIONICS     ACIINOSV     aviation + electronics, science of electronics applied to aviation [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

B 

BARBWIRE ABBEIRRW barbed + wire, barbed wire [n -S] 

BASEHEAD AABDEEHS freebase crack cocaine + head, crack cocaine addict [n -S] 

BAUDRONS ABDNORSU baud (Scottish bawd meaning cat) + rons (sound of cat purring), [n -ES] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU beautiful(l)est, beautiful [adj] 

BEGORRAH     ABEGHORR    by + (e) + go(d) + rrah, begorra (used as mild oath) [interj] 
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BENDAYED ABDDEENY BENjamin + DAY + (ed), BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BERMUDAS ABDEMRSU Juan de Bermudez, Spanish sailor, knee-length walking shorts [n -S] 

BETATRON ABENORTT beta particle + electron, electron accelerator [n -S] 

BEVATRON    ABENORTV     billion + electron + volt + (a) + synchrotron, proton accelerator [n -S] 

BIGNONIA ABGIINNO Jean-Paul Bignon(ia), climbing plant [n -S] 

BIOWASTE     ABEIOSTW     biological + waste, waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 

BISMARCK ABCIKMRS Baron Otto Eduard Leopold Von Bismarck-Schoenhausen, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BLITZING BGIILNTZ blitzkrieg + (ing), BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY bob(by) (to shorten) + sox (socks) girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO Bob o’Linc(k)oln (imitative of its call) songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW Bob + White (imitative of its call) game bird [n -S] 

BOEHMITE BEEHIMOT Johann Bö(e)hm + (ite), German Chemist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BOGARTED ABDEGORT Humphrey Bogart + (ed), American actor, BOGART, to use without sharing [v] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO boogie(a) w(l)oogie, to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BORRELIA ABEILORR Amedee Borrel +(ia), French biologist, coiled spirochete [n -S] 

BRAINIAC     AABCIINR     brain + maniac, very intelligent person [n -S] 

BRAUNITE ABEINRTU Wilhelm von Braun + (ite), German alderman, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BRILLEST BEILLRST brill(iant) + est, BRILL, brilliant [adj] 

BROMANCE     ABCEMNOR     brother + romance, close nonsexual relationship between men [n -S] 

BROMELIA ABEILMOR Olof Bromelius +(a), Swedish botanist, tropical plant with stiff leaves [n -S] 

BROUGHAM ABGHMORU Lord Brougham, designer of, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BRUCELLA ABCELLRU David Bruce + (lla), Scottish physician, any of genus of harmful bacteria [n -E, -S] 

BRUNCHER     BCEHNRRU     breakfast + luncher, one that brunches (to eat late morning meal) [n -S] 

BRUNCHES     BCEHNRSU breakfast + lunches, BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [n] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU Buncombe County, NC, after congressman’s speech, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

BUSULFAN ABFLNSUU butanediol dimethanesulf(an)onate, medicine [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

C 

CALCRETE     ACCEELRT     calcium carbonate + concrete, type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S] 

CALCTUFA AACCFLTU calcareous + tufa, mineral deposit [n -S] 

CALUTRON     ACLNORTU     California + University + cyclotron, device used for separating isotopes [n -S] 

CAMBOOSE    ABCEMOOS    camp + caboose, large cabin at logging camp [n -S] 

CAMPOREE     ACEEMOPR     camp + jamboree, gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S] 

CAPTCHAS AACCHPST completely automated public turing test to tell computers and humans apart, Turing test used to vet website users [n] 

CARBARYL     AABCLRRY     carbamate + aryl, insecticide [n -S] 

CARDIGAN AACDGINR James Thomas Brudenel, 7th Earl of Cardigan, type of sweater (knitted outer garment) [n -S] 
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CATALOES     AACELOST     cattle + buffaloes, CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

CATECHIN ACCEHINT catechu + (in), chemical used in dyeing [n -S] 

CATECHOL ACCEHLOT catechcu + (ol), chemical used in photography [n -S] 

CATTLEYA AACELTTY William Cattley + (a), English botanist, tropical orchid [n -S] 

CECROPIA ACCEIOPR Cecrops +(ia), King of Attica, large North American moth [n -S] 

CHAMPERS ACEHMPRS champagne  + (ers) [n CHAMPERS] 

CHEDDITE CDDEEHIT Chedde(ite) in Haute-Savoie on border of Switzerland and France, explosive [n -S] 

CHILIDOG     CDGHIILO     chili + hot dog, hot dog topped with chili [n -S] 

CHRISMON     CHIMNORS     Christian + monogram, Christian monogram [n -S or -MA] 

CHRISTIE CEHIIRST Christi(e)ana (Oslo), Norway, christy (skiing turn) [n -S] 

CHROMOLY     CHLMOORY     chromium + molybdenum, steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES] 

CINEPLEX     CEEINPLX     cinema + complex, trademark [n -ES] 

CIPAILLE  ACEIILLP (sea)ci + (pile)paille, pie with layers of meat and pastry [n -S] 

CLARENCE ACCEELNR Duke of Clarence, London, where introduced, closed carriage [n -S] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW Edmund Clerihew Bentley, (English writer who invented type of humorous poem) [n -S] 

CLEVEITE CEEEILTV Swedish chemist Per Teodor Cleve + (ite), radioactive mineral [n -S] 

COCKAPOO     ACCKOOOP     cocker + spaniel +poodle, hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

COCOPLUM     CCLMOOPU     coconut + plum, evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CONCHIES CCEHINOS CONCHY, consci(chi)entious + (es) objector [n] 

CONELRAD     ACDELNOR     control + electromagnetic + radiation, system of defense in event of air attack [n -S] 

CONGRATS     ACGNORST     congratulations, congratulations (congratulation) [n] 

CONTANGO ACGNNOOT continuation + (ango), postponement of transfer of stock [n -S] 

CONTEMPO     CEMNOOPT     contemporary, contemporary [adj] 

CONTRAIL     ACILNORT     condensation + trail, visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

COPYLEFT     CEFLOPTY     copyright + left, license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S] 

COXSWAIN ACINOSWX cock(x)boat + swain, to direct (crew) as coxswain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRAMBOES ABCEMORS k(c)rambe + (oes) (cabbage in Greek), CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CREMAINS     ACEIMNRS     cremated + remains, ashes of cremated body [n] 

CULTIVAR     ACILRTUV     cultivated + variety, variety of plant originating under cultivation [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

D 

DABCHICK ABCCDHIK dip (dab) + chick, small grebe [n -S] 

DALTONIC ACDILNOT John Dalton(ic), chemist and physicist, pertaining to form of color blindness [adj] 

DAMASKED AADDEKMS Damasc(ked)us, DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO dame(emi)-jeanne(ohn) (French for Lady Jane), narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

DEMOBBED BBDDEEMO demobilization(bed), to discharge from military service [v] 
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DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ de + nationalsozialist + (fy), to rid of Nazism [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DEPERMED DDEEEMPR de + perm(ed)anent magnet, to demagnetize [v] 

DEPRENYL DEELNPRY dimethyl + propargyl + phenethylamine, drug for treating Parkinson's disease [n -S] 

DIELDRIN DDEIILNR Otto Diels-Kurt Ald(rin)er chemical reaction, insecticide [n -S] 

DIESELED DDEEEILS Rudolph Diesel(s), German engineer, DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIGERATI     ADEGIIRT     digital + literati, persons skilled in use of computers [n] 

DISKETTE     DEEIKSTT     disk + cassette, floppy disk for computer [n -S] 

DIVVYING DGIINVVY div(vying)idend, to divide [v] 

DOCUSOAP     ACDOOPSU     documentary + soap opera, television series about activities of real people [n -S] 

DOLDRUMS DDLMORSU dull(dol) + tantrums, slump or slack period [n -S] 

DRUTHERS     DEHRRSTU     I + would + ra(u)ther + s, DRUTHER, one’s preference [n] 

DUBONNET BDENNOTU DUBONNET, family name of French wine merchants, red color [n -S] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ dumb + downsize, to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DWEEBIER BDEEEIRW dwarf + feebleminded(ier) DWEEBY, socially inept [adj] 

DWEEBISH BDEEHISW dwarf + feebleminded(ish) DWEEB, unattractive or inept person [adj] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

E 

ECOFREAK     ACEEFKOR     ecology + freak, zealous environmentalist [n -S] 

ECONOBOX    BCENOOOX    economy + box, small economical car [n -ES] 

ECOTOPIA     ACEIOOPT     ecological + utopia, ecologically ideal region or form of society [n -S] 

ELECTRET     CEEELRTT     electricity + magnet, type of nonconductor [n -S] 

EMAILING     AEGIILMN     electronic + mailing, EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN embolden + big(gen), to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

EMCEEING     CEEEGIMN     M(em)aster of + C(cee)eremonies + ing, EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

EMOTICON     CEIMNOOT     emotion + icon, group of keyboard characters used to suggest facial expression or emotion [n -S] 

ETHEPHON EEHHNOPT ethyl + (e) + phosphonic acid, synthetic plant growth hormone [n -S] 

EUROLAND     ADELNORU     European + land, eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

EUROPIUM EIMOPRUU Europ(ium)e, metallic element [n -S] 

EUROZONE     EENOORUZ     European + zone, area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

F 

FARADAIC AAACDFIR Michael Faraday + (ic), British scientist, faradic (pertaining to type of electric current) [adj] 

FARADISE AADEFIRS Michael Faraday + (ize), British scientist, to faradize (to treat by faradism) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FARADISM AADFIMRS Michael Faraday + (ism), British scientist, use of faradic current for therapeutic purposes [n -S] 

FARADIZE AADEFIRZ Michael Faraday + (ize), British scientist, to treat by faradism [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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FAYALITE AAEFILTY Fayal + (ite) Islands, Azores, where found, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FEDEXING    DEEFGINX     Federal + Express + ing, FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FEMINAZI     AEFIIMNZ     feminist + Nazi, offensive word [n -S] 

FILMFEST     EFFILMST     film + festival, festival at which many films are shown [n -S] 

FIRMWARE     AEFIMRRW     firm + hardware, computer program permanently stored on microchip [n -S] 

FLAPERON     AEFLNOPR     flap + aileron, airfoil that functions as flap and aileron [n -S] 

FLEXAGON     AEFGLNOX     flex + hexagon, folded paper construction [n -S] 

FLEXTIME     EEFILMTX     flexible + time, system that allows flexible working hours [n -S] 

FLINKITE EFIIKLNT Swedish mineralogist, Gustav Flink, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLUIDRAM     ADFILMRU     fluid + dram, unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FORMALIN AFILMNOR formaldehyde + (in), aqueous solution of formaldehyde [n -S] 

FRABJOUS     ABFJORSU     fair + fabulous + joyous, splendid (magnificent) [adj] 

FRACKING ACFGIKNR hydraulic frac(k)turing, engaged in fracking (injection of fluid into shale beds in order to freeing up petroleum reserves) [n -S] 

FRAGGING AFGGGINR frag(ging)mentation grenade, to injure with type of grenade [v] 

FRANCIUM ACFIMNRU France + (ium), discoverer’s native country, radioactive element [n -S] 

FURRINER EFINRRRU     furri + foreigner, foreigner [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

G 

GADZOOKS    ADGKOOSZ    Go(a)d’s + h(z)ooks, used as mild oath [interj] 

GALVANIC AACGILNV Luigi Galvini(c), Italian professor of biology, pertaining to direct electric current [adj] 

GARDYLOO ADGLOORY “Prenez garde(y) a l'eau(oo)!” - “Beware of the water!”, used as warning cry [interj] 

GASALIER     AAEGILRS     gasoline + chandelier, gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASELIER     AEEGILRS     gasoline + chandelier, gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASOLIER     AEGILORS     gasoline + chandelier, gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GAZUNDER     ADEGNRUZ     goes(az) + under, to lower buyer’s offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU g(ee)ravity + pound, unit of mass [n -S] 

GESNERIA AEEGINRS Conrad Gessner, Swiss naturalist, designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

GIBBSITE BBEGIIST George Gibbs(ite), American mineral collector, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY Egy(i)pti(sy)an, gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYING GGIINPSY Egy(i)pti(sy)an, GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY Egy(i)pti(sy)an, gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY Egy(i)pti(sy)an, gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 

GLAMMEST AEGLMMST glam(mest)our, GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] 

GLAMMIER AEGILMMR glam(mier)our, glam (characterized by extravagant glamor) [adj] 

GLAMMING AGGILMMN glam(ming)our, GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GOETHITE EEGHIOTT Johann Wolfgang Goethe + (ite), ore of iron [n -S] 
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GOLLIWOG GGILLOOW goll(i)y + pollywog, grotesque doll [n -S] 

GOLLYWOG GGLLOOWY golly + pollywog, golliwog (grotesque doll) [n -S] 

GORBLIMY     BGILMORY      Go(d) + (r) + blind + me(y), blimey (used as expression of surprise) [interj] 

GRANDDAM   AADDGMNR    grand + dame, female parent of animal with offspring [n -S] 

GUMBOTIL BGILMOTU gumbo + till, sticky clay [n -S] 

GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY Egypti(sy)an, of or pertaining to gypsies [adj] 

GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY Egypti(sy)an, realm of gypsies [n -S] 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY Egypti(sy)an, GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY Egypti(sy)an, resembling gypsy [adj] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY Egypti(sy)an, mode of life of gypsies [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

H 

HAVELOCK ACEHKLOV Sir Henry Havelock, English General in India, covering for cap [n -S] 

HELENIUM EEHILMNU Helen +(ium) of Troy, plant with daisy-like flowers [n -S] 

HELILIFT     EFHIILLT     helicopter + lift, to transport by helicopter [n -S] 

HELIPORT     EHILOPRT     helicopter + airport, airport for helicopters [n -S] 

HELISTOP     EHILOPST     helicopter + stop, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HELITACK     ACEHIKLT     helicopter + attack, use of helicopters to fight forest fires [n -S] 

HERSTORY     EHORRSTY     her + history, history with feminist viewpoint [n -RIES] 

HIZZONER     EHINORZZ     his(zz) + hono(e)r, used as title for mayor [n -S] 

HOWDYING DGHINOWY how do you do? + ing, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v] 

HUMITURE EHIMRTUU humidity + temperature, combined measurement of temperature and humidity [n -S] 

HUSHABYE ABEHHSUY hush + lullaby(e) hushaby, (go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child) [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

I 

IBOGAINE ABEGIINO iboga, Congolese shrub + (ine), alkaloid used as antidepressant [n -S] 

ICEKHANA     AACEHIKN     ice + gymkhana, automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S] 

IGNITRON GIINNORT ignition + electron, type of rectifier tube [n -S] 

ILLINIUM IIILLMNU Universiity of Illinois +(ium), where unverified claim of discovery, radioactive element [n -S] 

ILMENITE EEIILMNT Ilmensky +(ite) mountains, Russia, where found, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

IMIPENEM EEIIMMNP (imi) + carbapenem, antibacterial [n -S] 

INFOBAHN     ABFHINNO     information + autobahn, electronic communications network [n -S] 

INFOTECH     CEFHINOT     information + technology, computer technology for distributing data [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 
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J 

JACKAROO AACJKOOR Jack + kangaroo, jackeroo (inexperienced ranch hand) [n -S] 

JACKEROO ACEJKOOR Jack  + (e) + kangaroo, inexperienced ranch hand [n -S] 

JANIFORM AFIJMNOR Janus + (i) + form, hypocritical [adj] 

JAROSITE AEIJORST Barranco del Jaroso + ite region of Spain, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

JERRICAN ACEIJNRR G(j)erman +(ri) + can, jerrycan (fuel container) [n -S] 

JERRYCAN ACEJNRRY G(j)erman +(ry) + can, fuel container [n -S] 

JUDICARE     ACDEIJRU     judicial + Medicare, legal aid whereby lawyers are paid by government for services to poor clients [n -S] 

JUMARING AGIJMNRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + ing—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v] 

JUMARRED ADEJMRRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + red—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v]  

JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU jungle + (ist), performer of style of fast dance music [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

K 

KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU bodge(kl) + fudge, KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj] / KLUDGY 

KLUDGING DGGIKNLU bodge(kl) + fudge, KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KNEESIES     EEEIKNSS     knee + footsies, pressing of one’s knees against another person’s knees [n] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

L 

LABRADOR AABDLORR Joao Fernandes Lav(b)rador, Portuguese explorer, hunting dog [n -S] 

LACKADAY AAACDKLY alack-a-day, used to express regret [interj] 

LAETRILE AEEILLRT l-mandelonitrile, drug derived from apricot pits [n -S] 

LAMASERY AAELMRSY lamas + monastery, monastery of lamas [n -RIES] 

LARBOARD AABDLORR lade + starboard, left-hand side of ship [n -S] 

LAVATERA AAAELRTV brothers Lavater(a), Swiss naturalists, plant of mallow family [n -S] 

LESBIGAY     ABEGILSY     lesbian + bisexual + gay, lesbian, bisexual, or male homosexual [n -S] 

LEVODOPA ADELOOPV levodopamine, form of dopa [n -S] 

LEWISITE EEIILSTW Winford Lee Lewis(ite), U.S. chemist, vesicant liquid [n -S] 

LICKSPIT CIIKLPST lick + spittle, fawning person [n -S] 

LINALOOL AILLLNOO linalo(ol)e wood, fragrant alcohol  [n -S] 

LINDYING DGIILNNY Charles A. Lind(ying)bergh, U.S. aviator, LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LISTERIA AEIILRST Joseph Lister(ia), British scientist, rod-shaped bacterium [n -S] 

LISTICLE CEIILLST list + article, article consisting of list of items [n -S] 

LISTSERV     EILRSSTV     mailing list + service, email system that automatically send messages to all subscribers [n -S] 

LOCAVORE     ACELOORV     local + carni- or herbi- or omnivore, one who eats foods grown locally when possible [n -S] 

LOCOFOCO     CCFLOOOO     locomotive + foco (Italian for fire), type of friction match [n -S] 
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LONICERA ACEILNOR Adam Lonicer(a), Renaissance botanist, shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

LOOKITED    DEIKLOOT     look at + it + s, LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LORIKEET EEIKLORT lory(i) + parakeet, small parrot [n -S] 

LUMMOXES ELMMOSUX lum(m)bering + ox +(es), LUMMOX, clumsy person [n] 

LUTECIUM CEILMTUU Lutet(c)ia(um), ancient Latin name for Paris, lutetium (metallic element) [n -S] 

LUTETIUM EILMTTUU Lutetia(um), ancient Latin name for Paris, metallic element [n -S] 

LYNCHING CGHILNNY Lynch’s Law from Capt. William Lynch, self-constituted judicial tribunal, act of one who lynches [n -S] / LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

M 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX magnesium + no + oxidation(e)s, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MALTIPOO AILMOOPT Malte(i)se + poo, cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S] 

MANSCAPE     AACEMNPS     man + landscape, to trim or shave man’s body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S] 

MASSCULT     ACLMSSTU     mass + media + culture, culture as popularized by mass media [n] 

MASURIUM AIMMRSUU Masuria +(um), Poland (eastern Prussia) (where found), metallic element [n -S] 

MAVERICK ACEIKMRV Samuel A. Maverick, Texas rancher, unbranded range animal [n -S] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX maximize + and, something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MEDFLIES     DEEFILMS     Mediterranean + fruit flies, MEDFLY, Mediterranean fruit fly [n] 

MEDICAID     ACDDEIIM     medical + aid, type of governmental health program [n -S] 

MEDICARE     ACDEEIMR     medical + care, type of governmental health program [n -S] 

MEDICIDE CDDEEIIM medical + suicide, medically assisted suicide [n -S] 

MERCAPTO ACEMOPRT mercury capturing + (o), containing particular chemical group [adj] 

METRAZOL AELMORTZ pentylenet(m)etrazol, powder used as stimulant [n -S] 

MILADIES ADEIILMS my(i) + ladies, MILADY, English gentlewoman [n] 

MINGIEST     EGIIMNST     mean + stingiest, MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO Minneola, Florida, reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MOBOCRAT    ABCMOORT    mob + (o) + democrat, supporter of mob rule [n -S] 

MOCKTAIL     ACIKLMOT     mock + cocktail, cocktail with no alcohol [n -S] 

MONOKINI     IIKMNNOO     mono + bikini, lower half of bikini [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

N 

NALOXONE AELNNOOX N-allylnoroxymorphone, chemical compound [n -S] 

NAPROXEN AENNOPRX naphthyl + propionic + (oxy) + (en), anti-inflammatory drug [n -S] 

NAVICERT     ACEINRTV     navigation + certification, document permitting vessel passage through naval blockade [n -S] 

NAZIFIED ADEFIINZ nationalsozialist + (fied), NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 

NAZIFIES AEFIINSZ nationalsozialist + (fies), NAZIFY, to cause to be like nazi [v] 
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NEGATRON     AGENNORT     negative + electron, electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

NEOMYCIN CEIMNNOY neo + Streptomyces(in), antibiotic drug [n -S] 

NEOPRENE EEENNOPR neo + isoprene, synthetic rubber [n -S] 

NETROOTS     ENOORSTT     Internet + grassroots, political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n] 

NEWSCAST     ACENSSTW     news + broadcast, news broadcast [n -S] 

NICHROME     CEHIMNOR     nickel + chrome, trademark [n -S] 

NITROSYL ILNORSTY nitrosylate, univalent radical [n -S] 

NOBELIUM BEILMNOU Alfred Nobel + (ium), Swedish chemist, radioactive element [n -S] 

NUMMIEST EIMMNSTU n(y)ummiest, NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUMSKULL KLLMNSUU numb + skull, dunce (stupid person) [n -S] 

NYSTATIN AINNSTTY New York State + (in), where developed, antibiotic [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

O 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO nickname for Alan OLLIE Gelfand + ING, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

ORTHICON CHINOORT ortho + icon(oscope), type of television camera tube [n -S] 

OXAZEPAM AAEMOPXZ hydroxy + diazepam, tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

P 

PALEOCON     ACELNOOP     Paleolithic + conservative, extremely right-wing conservative [n -S] 

PALIMONY     AILMNOPY     pal + alimony, allowance paid to one member of unmarried couple who have separated [n -NIES] 

PALLADIC AACDILLP Pallas +(dium), asteroid discovered just prior to element, pertaining to metallic element palladium [adj] 

PARADROP     AADOPPRR     parachute + drop, to deliver by parachute [V -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PARAFORM AAFMOPRR para + formaldehyde, substance used as antiseptic [n -S] 

PARAKITE     AAEIKPRT     parachute + kite, parachute kite for towing person through air by motorboat [n -S] 

PARAQUAT AAAPQRTU para + quaternary ammonium salt, weed killer [n -S] 

PARAWING     AAGINPRW     parachute + wing, winglike parachute [n -S] 

PARTAKER AAEKPRRT part + taker, one that partakes (to participate) [n -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT sweet po(a)ta(oo)to(ie), buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PEEKAPOO     AEEKOOPP     Pe(e)kingese + poodle, dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S] 

PHARMING     AGHIMNPR     pharmaceutical + farming, production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [v] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS phreak + fishing, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [v] 

PHREAKER     AEEHKPRR     phone + freak + (er), one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S] 

PICLORAM     ACILMOPR     picolinic acid + chloramine, herbicide [n -S] 

PINOTAGE AEGINOPT Pinot (Noir)+ Hermitage, names of types of grapes [n -S] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX pic(x)ture + element, to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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PIXILATE AEIILPTX pic(x)ture + element, pixelate, to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PLAINING AGIILNNP complaining, PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLEATHER     AEEHLPRT     plastic + leather, plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S] 

PLENCHES     CEEHLNPS     pliers + wrenches, tool serving as pliers and wrench [n] 

PLIMSOLE EILLMOPS Samuel Plimsol(e)l, English politician, plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLIMSOLL ILLLMOPS Samuel Plimsoll, English politician, rubber-soled cloth shoe [n -S] 

POLLIWOG GILLOOPW poll(i) (head) + wi(o)ggle, tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian) [n -S] 

POLLYWOG GLLOOPWY poll(y) (head) + wi(o)ggle, polliwog (tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian)) [n -S] 

POLONIUM ILMNOOPU Polonia + (um) (Poland), native country of Marie Curie, element’s discoverer, radioactive element [n -S] 

POLYBRID BDILOPRY poly + hybrid, type of hybrid plant [n -S] 

PORTAPAK     AAKOPPRT     portable + package, portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S] 

POSITRON     INOOPRST     positive + electron, subatomic particle [n -S] 

POSTGRAD ADGOPRST post + graduate, student continuing formal education after graduation [n -S]   

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY post + synchronization, to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTASSIC ACIOPSST potash +(sic), pertaining to potassium (metallic element) [adj] 

PREGGERS EEGGPRRS     pregnant + gers, pregnant (carry developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

PREMEDIC     CDEEIMPR     pre-medical, premed (student preparing for study of medicine) [n -S] 

PREPPING EGINPPPR prep(ping)aratory school, PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

PRINCOCK CCIKNOPR prim(n) + cock, coxcomb (conceited dandy) [n -S] 

PRISSIER EIIPRRSS prim + siss(ier)y, excessively or affectedly proper [adj] 

PRISSIES EIIPRSSS prim + sissies, PRISSY, one who is prissy (excessively or affectedly proper) [n] 

PRISSILY IILPRSSY prim + siss(ily)y, excessively or affectedly proper [adv] 

PRISSING GIINPRSS prim + siss(ing)y, PRISS, to act in prissy (excessively or affectedly proper) manner [v] 

PROMOING    GIMNOOPR     promoting, PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROSUMER     EMOPRRSU     professional + consumer, one who buys electronic products that are in quality between consumer and professional grades [n -S] 

PROTEOME EEMOOPRT protein + genome, complement of proteins expressed by genome [n -S] 

PROXEMIC CEIMOPRX proximity + phonemic, pertaining to branch of environmental study [adj] 

PULMOTOR     LMOOPRTU     pulmonary + resuscitator, respiratory device [n -S] 

PULTRUDE     DELPRTUU     pull + extrude, to make plastic object by drawing resin-coated glass fibers through die [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

Q  

QUAALUDE AADELQUU methyl quina(a)zolinon(ud)e, sedative drug [n -S] 

QUISLING GIILNQSU Major Vidkun Quisling, Norwegian army officer and diplomat,  traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S] 

QUIXOTIC CIIOQTUX Don Quixote + (ic) de la Mancha, by Cervantes, extremely idealistic [adj] 

QUIXOTRY IOQRTUXY Don Quixote + (ry) de la Mancha, by Cervantes, quixotic action or thought [n -RIES] 
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Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

R 

RADWASTE     AADERSTW     radioactive + waste, radioactive waste [n -S] 

RECCEING     CCEEGINR     rec(ce)onnoitering, RECCE, to reconnoiter [v] 

RECONNED CDEENNOR reconnoitered, to reconnoiter [v] 

REDONNED DDEENNOR redo + on +(ned), REDON, to don again [v] 

REFUSNIK     EFIKNRSU     refusal + Sputnik?, Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S] 

REHABBER     ABBEEHRR     one that rehabilitates + ber, one that rehabs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

RESORCIN CEINORRS resin + orcinol, chemical compound [n -S] 

RIFAMPIN AFIIMNPR rifamycin + piperazinyl, antibiotic [n -S] 

RITZIEST EIIRSTTZ Cesar Ritz + (iest), Swiss hotelier, RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROBOCALL     ABCLLOOR     robotic + call, telephone call from automated source that delivers prerecorded message to large number of people [n -S] 

ROENTGEN EEGNNORT Wilhem Roentgen, German physicist, unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

ROGERING DEEGORR r(oger)eceived + (ing), ROGER, to indicate that message has been received [v] 

ROTOTILL     ILLOORTT     rotary + o + till, to till soil with type of farming implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RUBBABOO ABBBOORU roux +(bb) aboo (French & Algonquin), rubaboo (type of soup) [n-S] 

RUBBYDUB BBBDRUUY rubbi(y)ng alcohol + (dub), rubby (alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol) [n -S] 

RUCKUSES CEKRSSUU ruc(k)tion + rumpuses, RUCKUS, noisy disturbance [n] 

RUTHENIC CEHINRTU Ruthenia + (c), region of the Urals (where ore discovered), pertaining to rare, metallic element [adj] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

S 

SAMARIUM AAIMMRSU Col. Samarski +(um), Russian mine official, metallic element [n -S] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS z(s)ambacueca + (ing), SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SANSERIF  AEFINRSS sans + serif, typeface without serifs (fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter) [n -S] 

SARKIEST AEIKRSST sarc(k)astic + (iest), SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SCABIOSA AABCIOSS scabie(o)s + (a) treatment, scabious (flowering plant) [n -S] 

SCABIOUS ABCIOSSU scabie(ou)s treatment, flowering plant [n ES] 

SCANDIUM ACDIMNSU Scandinavia + (um) (named in honor of Swedish discoverer, Lars Nilson, metallic element [n -S] 

SCANTIES ACEINSST scanty + panties, brief panties for women [n SCANTIES] 

SCHIZIER CEHIIRSZ schizhoid(ier), affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [adj] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) +(ing), to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUZZBAG ABCGSUZZ disg(c)us(zz)ting + bag, dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

SCUZZIER CEIRSUZZ disg(c)us(zz)ting + (ier), SCUZZY, dirty or shabby [adj] 

SHERLOCK CEHKLORS Sherlock Holmes, fictional character of Arthur Conan Doyle, detective [n -S] 

SHETLAND ADEHLNST Shetland Islands, Scotland, wool yarn [n -S] 

SHRAPNEL AEHLNPRS General Harry Shrapnel, British inventor of shell, fragments from exploding bomb, mine, or shell [n -S] 
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SHROOMER    EHMOORRS    mushroom+(er), one who enjoys eating mushrooms [n -S] 

SHUNPIKE EHIKNPSU shun + turnpike, to travel on side roads to avoid expressways [v -D, -KING, -S] 

SIDALCEA AACDEILS sida + alcea, related genera, North American herb [n -S] 

SILASTIC ACIILSST silicon + elastic, trademark [n -S] 

SILOXANE AEILNOSX silicon + oxygen + alkane, chemical compound [n -S] 

SILURIAN AIILNRSU Silures + (ian), people of ancient SE Wales, of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

SIMAZINE AEIIMNSZ sy(i)mmetrical + triazine, herbicide [n -S] 

SIMOLEON EILMNOOS simon (dollar (sixpence coin) + (leon), dollar (monetary unit of United States) [n -S] 

SIMONIAC ACIIMNOS Simon + (iac) Magus (Acts 8:18), one who practices simony (buying or selling of church office) [n -S] 

SIMONIES EIIMNOSS Simon + (ies) Magus (Acts 8:18), SIMONY, buying or selling of church office [n] 

SIMONIST IIMNOSST Simon + (ist) Magus (Acts 8:18), simoniac (one who practices simony (buying or selling of church office)) [n -S] 

SIMONIZE EIIMNOSZ Simoniz(e), proprietary name, to polish with wax [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SKEDDING     DDEGIKNS     sch(k)ed(d)uling, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKEWBALD ABDEKLSW skewed + piebald, horse having patches of brown and white [n -S] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ sleazy + humanoid, person of low morals or character [n -S] 

SLIMSIER     EIILMRSS     slim + flimsier, SLIMSY, flimsy (lacking solidity or strength) [adj] 

SNAFUING AFGINNSU situation normal: all fouled up + (ing), SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNOCOACH    ACCHNOOS    snow + coach, bus-like vehicle with large tires or tracks for traveling on snow [n -ES] 

SODAMIDE ADDEIMOS sodium + amide, chemical compound [n -S] 

SOLANDER ADELNORS Daniel Charles  Solander, Swedish botanist, protective box for library materials [n -S] 

SOLIQUID     DIILOSQU     solid + liquid, fluid colloidal system [n -S] 

SONOBUOY    BNOOOSUY    sonar + o+ buoy, buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S] 

SPANSULE     AELNPSSU     time span + capsule, trademark [n -S] 

SPARABLE AABELPRS sparrow(a) + bill(le), type of nail [n -S] 

SPECTING CEGINPST ex(s)pecting, SPECT, expecting [v] 

SPITTOON INOOPSTT spit(t) + balloon, receptacle for saliva [n -S] 

SPRADDLE     ADDELPRS     sprawl + straddle, to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUALENE AEELNQSU squalamine + (ene), chemical compound [n -S] 

SQUEGGED DEEGGQSU squeeze + wedg(g)ed, SQUEG, to oscillate in irregular manner [v] 

SQUIGGLE     EGGILQSU     squirm + wriggle, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STANDISH ADHINSST stand + dish, receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES] 

STICTION      CIINOSTT      static + friction, force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STOKESIA AEIKOSST Jonathan Stokes + (ia), English physician, perennial herb [n -S] 

STOLPORT     LOOPRSTT     short + takeoff + landing + airport, airport for aircraft needing comparatively short runways [n -S] 

STRONTIA AINORSTT Strontian, Scotland, chemical compound [n -S] 

SUMBITCH     BCHIMSTU     son + of + a (um) + bitch, offensive word [n -ES] 
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SUPERPRO     EOPPRRSU     superior + professional, superior professional [n -S] 

SVEDBERG BDEEGRSV Theodor Svedberg, Swedish chemist, unit of time [n -S] 

SYNGASES     AEGNSSSY     synthetic + gases, SYNGAS, mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen used in chemical synthesis [n] 

SYNTHPOP     HNOPPSTY     synthesizer + popular, popular music played with synthesizers [n -S] 

SYSADMIN     ADIMNSSY     system + administrator, system administrator [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

T 

TARNALLY AALLNRTY (e)ternal, TARNAL, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adv] 

TEENYBOP     BEENOPTY     teen(y)ager + bopper, pertaining to young teenager [n -S] 

TELECAST     ACEELSTT     television + broadcast, to broadcast television [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELECINE     CEEEILNT     television + cinema, broadcasting of movie on television [n -S] 

TELECOMM     CEELMMOT     telecommunication, telecommunication [n -S] 

TELEFILM EEFILLMT television + film, motion picture made for television [n-S] 

TELEMARK AEEKLMRT Telemark, Norway, where originated, to perform telemark (skiing turn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEPLAY AEELLPTY television + play, play written for television [n-S] 

TELETHON     EEHLNOTT     television + marathon, fund-raising television program [n -S] 

TELEXING EEGILNTX  teleprinter + exchanges + (ing), TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

THEREMIN EEHIMNRT Lev Theremin, Russian inventor, musical instrument [n -S] 

THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT thio + triethylenethiophosphoramide, chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

TITANIUM AIIMNTTU Titan + (ium), metallic element [n -S] 

TITHONIA AHIINOTT Tithonus + (ia), tall herb [n -S] 

TOMMYROT MMOORTTY Tom(my) + fool + rot, nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

TRANKING AGIKNNRT tranq(k)utilizing, to tranquilize [v] 

TRAVELOG AEGLORTV travel + monolog, lecture or film on traveling [n -S] 

TRIMARAN     AAIMNRRT     tri (three) + catamaran, sailing vessel [n -S] 

TRINKUMS IKMNRSTU trinkets + (ums), small ornaments [n TRINKUMS] 

TROILITE EIILORTT Dominic Troili + (te)mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TWELVEMO EELMOTVW duodeci(twelve)mo, page size [n -S] 

TWERKING GIEKNRTW twitching + jerking, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

U 

UINTAITE AEIINTTU Uinta + (ite) Mountains, Utah, where found, variety of asphalt [n -S] 

UMANGITE AEGIMNTU Sierra de Umango + (ite), La Rioja province, Argentina, where found, mineral consisting of copper selenide [n -S] 

UMTEENTH     EEHMNTTU     umpty (Morse Code colloquial name for a dash) + teen + th, indefinite but not early position in sequence [adj] 
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UNUNBIUM BIMNNUUU un (1) + un (1) + bi (2) + (um), atomic number 112, synthetic element [n -S] 

UTILIDOR     DIILORTU     utility + corridor, insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

V 

VANADIUM AADIMNUV Vanadis, Norse goddess, metallic element [n -S] 

VARACTOR AACORRTV variable + reactor, capacitor with variable resistance [n -S] 

VARISTOR     AIORRSTV     variable + resistor, type of electrical resistor [n -S] 

VESUVIAN AEINSUVV Vesuvius + (an), mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

VICTORIA ACIIORTV Queen Victoria, light carriage [n -S] 

VIDEOCAM     ACDEIMOV     video + camera, camera for recording images and usually sound [n -S] 

VIDEOTEX     DEEIOTVX     video + text, electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber’s video screen [n -ES] 

VLOGGING GGGILNOV video +blogging, VLOG, to blog video material [v] 

VOLTAISM AILMOSTV Alessandro Volta + (ism), Italian physicist, electricity produced by chemical action [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

W 

WANNABEE    AABEENNW    want + to (na) + be + e, wannabe (one who aspires to be like someone else) [n -S] 

WARFARIN     AAFINRRW     Wisconsin + Alumni + Research + Foundation + coumarin, chemical compound [n -S] 

WEBISODE     BDEEIOSW     web + episode, episode of television show that can be viewed on website [n -S] 

WEIGELIA AEEGIILW Christian Weigel + (ia), German physician, flowering shrub [n -S] 

WHODUNIT    DHINOTUW    who + done(un) it?, mystery story [n -S] 

WORKFARE     AEFKORRW     work + welfare,] welfare program that requires recipients to perform public-service work [n -S] 

WURTZITE EIRTTUWZ Charles-Adolphe Wurtz +(ite), French chemist, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

X 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

Y 

YESSIREE     EEEIRSSY     yes + sir + ee, yessir (use to express assent) [interj] 

YESTREEN EEENRSTY yesterday + evening, previous evening [n -S] 

YTTERBIA ABEIRTTY Ytterby(i) + (a), Sweden, where found, chemical compound [n -S] 

YTTERBIC BCEIRTTY Ytterby(i) + (c), Sweden, where found, YTTERBIA, chemical compound [adj] 

 

Concocted from Parts of Words 8s 

Z 

ZARATITE AAEIRTTZ Antonio Gil y Zarat(it)e, Spanish dramatist, chemical compound [n -S] 
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ZEPPELIN EEILNPPZ Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, German inventor, long, rigid airship [n -S] 

ZIRCALOY     ACILORYZ     zirconium + alloy, zirconium alloy [n -S] 


	A
	B
	BARBWIRE ABBEIRRW barbed + wire, barbed wire [n -S]
	BASEHEAD AABDEEHS freebase crack cocaine + head, crack cocaine addict [n -S]
	BAUDRONS ABDNORSU baud (Scottish bawd meaning cat) + rons (sound of cat purring), [n -ES]
	BEAUTEST ABEESTTU beautiful(l)est, beautiful [adj]
	BEGORRAH     ABEGHORR    by + (e) + go(d) + rrah, begorra (used as mild oath) [interj]
	BENDAYED ABDDEENY BENjamin + DAY + (ed), BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v]
	BEVATRON    ABENORTV     billion + electron + volt + (a) + synchrotron, proton accelerator [n -S]
	BIOWASTE     ABEIOSTW     biological + waste, waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S]
	BRAINIAC     AABCIINR     brain + maniac, very intelligent person [n -S]
	BRILLEST BEILLRST brill(iant) + est, BRILL, brilliant [adj]
	BROMANCE     ABCEMNOR     brother + romance, close nonsexual relationship between men [n -S]
	BRUNCHER     BCEHNRRU     breakfast + luncher, one that brunches (to eat late morning meal) [n -S]
	BRUNCHES     BCEHNRSU breakfast + lunches, BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [n]
	C
	CALCRETE     ACCEELRT     calcium carbonate + concrete, type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S]
	CALCTUFA AACCFLTU calcareous + tufa, mineral deposit [n -S]
	CALUTRON     ACLNORTU     California + University + cyclotron, device used for separating isotopes [n -S]
	CAMBOOSE    ABCEMOOS    camp + caboose, large cabin at logging camp [n -S]
	CAMPOREE     ACEEMOPR     camp + jamboree, gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S]
	CAPTCHAS AACCHPST completely automated public turing test to tell computers and humans apart, Turing test used to vet website users [n]
	CARBARYL     AABCLRRY     carbamate + aryl, insecticide [n -S]
	CATALOES     AACELOST     cattle + buffaloes, CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n]
	CHEDDITE CDDEEHIT Chedde(ite) in Haute-Savoie on border of Switzerland and France, explosive [n -S]
	CHRISMON     CHIMNORS     Christian + monogram, Christian monogram [n -S or -MA]
	CHROMOLY     CHLMOORY     chromium + molybdenum, steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES]
	CINEPLEX     CEEINPLX     cinema + complex, trademark [n -ES]
	CLERIHEW CEEHILRW Edmund Clerihew Bentley, (English writer who invented type of humorous poem) [n -S]
	COCKAPOO     ACCKOOOP     cocker + spaniel +poodle, hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S]
	COCOPLUM     CCLMOOPU     coconut + plum, evergreen shrub [n -S]
	CONELRAD     ACDELNOR     control + electromagnetic + radiation, system of defense in event of air attack [n -S]
	CONGRATS     ACGNORST     congratulations, congratulations (congratulation) [n]
	CONTEMPO     CEMNOOPT     contemporary, contemporary [adj]
	CONTRAIL     ACILNORT     condensation + trail, visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S]
	COPYLEFT     CEFLOPTY     copyright + left, license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S]
	CREMAINS     ACEIMNRS     cremated + remains, ashes of cremated body [n]
	CULTIVAR     ACILRTUV     cultivated + variety, variety of plant originating under cultivation [n -S]
	D
	DEMOBBED BBDDEEMO demobilization(bed), to discharge from military service [v]
	DIGERATI     ADEGIIRT     digital + literati, persons skilled in use of computers [n]
	DISKETTE     DEEIKSTT     disk + cassette, floppy disk for computer [n -S]
	DOCUSOAP     ACDOOPSU     documentary + soap opera, television series about activities of real people [n -S]
	E
	ECOFREAK     ACEEFKOR     ecology + freak, zealous environmentalist [n -S]
	ECONOBOX    BCENOOOX    economy + box, small economical car [n -ES]
	ECOTOPIA     ACEIOOPT     ecological + utopia, ecologically ideal region or form of society [n -S]
	ELECTRET     CEEELRTT     electricity + magnet, type of nonconductor [n -S]
	EMAILING     AEGIILMN     electronic + mailing, EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v]
	EMCEEING     CEEEGIMN     M(em)aster of + C(cee)eremonies + ing, EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v]
	EMOTICON     CEIMNOOT     emotion + icon, group of keyboard characters used to suggest facial expression or emotion [n -S]
	ETHEPHON EEHHNOPT ethyl + (e) + phosphonic acid, synthetic plant growth hormone [n -S]
	EUROLAND     ADELNORU     European + land, eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S]
	EUROZONE     EENOORUZ     European + zone, area formed by countries using euro [n -S]
	F
	FEDEXING    DEEFGINX     Federal + Express + ing, FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v]
	FEMINAZI     AEFIIMNZ     feminist + Nazi, offensive word [n -S]
	FILMFEST     EFFILMST     film + festival, festival at which many films are shown [n -S]
	FIRMWARE     AEFIMRRW     firm + hardware, computer program permanently stored on microchip [n -S]
	FLAPERON     AEFLNOPR     flap + aileron, airfoil that functions as flap and aileron [n -S]
	FLEXAGON     AEFGLNOX     flex + hexagon, folded paper construction [n -S]
	FLEXTIME     EEFILMTX     flexible + time, system that allows flexible working hours [n -S]
	FLUIDRAM     ADFILMRU     fluid + dram, unit of liquid capacity [n -S]
	FRABJOUS     ABFJORSU     fair + fabulous + joyous, splendid (magnificent) [adj]
	FRACKING ACFGIKNR hydraulic frac(k)turing, engaged in fracking (injection of fluid into shale beds in order to freeing up petroleum reserves) [n -S]
	FRAGGING AFGGGINR frag(ging)mentation grenade, to injure with type of grenade [v]
	FURRINER EFINRRRU     furri + foreigner, foreigner [n -S]
	G
	GADZOOKS    ADGKOOSZ    Go(a)d’s + h(z)ooks, used as mild oath [interj]
	GASALIER     AAEGILRS     gasoline + chandelier, gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S]
	GASELIER     AEEGILRS     gasoline + chandelier, gaslight chandelier [n -S]
	GASOLIER     AEGILORS     gasoline + chandelier, gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S]
	GAZUNDER     ADEGNRUZ     goes(az) + under, to lower buyer’s offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GORBLIMY     BGILMORY      Go(d) + (r) + blind + me(y), blimey (used as expression of surprise) [interj]
	GRANDDAM   AADDGMNR    grand + dame, female parent of animal with offspring [n -S]
	H
	HELILIFT     EFHIILLT     helicopter + lift, to transport by helicopter [n -S]
	HELIPORT     EHILOPRT     helicopter + airport, airport for helicopters [n -S]
	HELISTOP     EHILOPST     helicopter + stop, heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S]
	HELITACK     ACEHIKLT     helicopter + attack, use of helicopters to fight forest fires [n -S]
	HERSTORY     EHORRSTY     her + history, history with feminist viewpoint [n -RIES]
	HIZZONER     EHINORZZ     his(zz) + hono(e)r, used as title for mayor [n -S]
	HOWDYING DGHINOWY how do you do? + ing, HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do” [v]
	I
	ICEKHANA     AACEHIKN     ice + gymkhana, automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S]
	IGNITRON GIINNORT ignition + electron, type of rectifier tube [n -S]
	INFOBAHN     ABFHINNO     information + autobahn, electronic communications network [n -S]
	INFOTECH     CEFHINOT     information + technology, computer technology for distributing data [n -S]
	J
	JACKAROO AACJKOOR Jack + kangaroo, jackeroo (inexperienced ranch hand) [n -S]
	JACKEROO ACEJKOOR Jack  + (e) + kangaroo, inexperienced ranch hand [n -S]
	JANIFORM AFIJMNOR Janus + (i) + form, hypocritical [adj]
	JUDICARE     ACDEIJRU     judicial + Medicare, legal aid whereby lawyers are paid by government for services to poor clients [n -S]
	JUMARING AGIJMNRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + ing—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v]
	JUMARRED ADEJMRRU Jurgen and Walter Marti + red—inventors of mountaineering climbing tool [v]
	JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU jungle + (ist), performer of style of fast dance music [n]
	K
	KNEESIES     EEEIKNSS     knee + footsies, pressing of one’s knees against another person’s knees [n]
	L
	LACKADAY AAACDKLY alack-a-day, used to express regret [interj]
	LESBIGAY     ABEGILSY     lesbian + bisexual + gay, lesbian, bisexual, or male homosexual [n -S]
	LISTICLE CEIILLST list + article, article consisting of list of items [n -S]
	LISTSERV     EILRSSTV     mailing list + service, email system that automatically send messages to all subscribers [n -S]
	LOCAVORE     ACELOORV     local + carni- or herbi- or omnivore, one who eats foods grown locally when possible [n -S]
	LOCOFOCO     CCFLOOOO     locomotive + foco (Italian for fire), type of friction match [n -S]
	LOOKITED    DEIKLOOT     look at + it + s, LOOKIT, to look at [v]
	M
	MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX magnesium + no + oxidation(e)s, magnesium-based alloy [n]
	MALTIPOO AILMOOPT Malte(i)se + poo, cross between Maltese and poodle [n -S]
	MANSCAPE     AACEMNPS     man + landscape, to trim or shave man’s body hair to enhance appearance [v -D, -PING, -S]
	MASSCULT     ACLMSSTU     mass + media + culture, culture as popularized by mass media [n]
	MEDFLIES     DEEFILMS     Mediterranean + fruit flies, MEDFLY, Mediterranean fruit fly [n]
	MEDICAID     ACDDEIIM     medical + aid, type of governmental health program [n -S]
	MEDICARE     ACDEEIMR     medical + care, type of governmental health program [n -S]
	MEDICIDE CDDEEIIM medical + suicide, medically assisted suicide [n -S]
	MINGIEST     EGIIMNST     mean + stingiest, MINGY, mean and stingy [adj]
	MOBOCRAT    ABCMOORT    mob + (o) + democrat, supporter of mob rule [n -S]
	MOCKTAIL     ACIKLMOT     mock + cocktail, cocktail with no alcohol [n -S]
	MONOKINI     IIKMNNOO     mono + bikini, lower half of bikini [n -S]
	N
	NAVICERT     ACEINRTV     navigation + certification, document permitting vessel passage through naval blockade [n -S]
	NEGATRON     AGENNORT     negative + electron, electron (elementary particle) [n -S]
	NETROOTS     ENOORSTT     Internet + grassroots, political activists at basic level of society who communicate via Internet [n]
	NEWSCAST     ACENSSTW     news + broadcast, news broadcast [n -S]
	NICHROME     CEHIMNOR     nickel + chrome, trademark [n -S]
	O
	OLLIEING EGIILLNO nickname for Alan OLLIE Gelfand + ING, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v]
	P
	PALEOCON     ACELNOOP     Paleolithic + conservative, extremely right-wing conservative [n -S]
	PALIMONY     AILMNOPY     pal + alimony, allowance paid to one member of unmarried couple who have separated [n -NIES]
	PARADROP     AADOPPRR     parachute + drop, to deliver by parachute [V -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	PARAKITE     AAEIKPRT     parachute + kite, parachute kite for towing person through air by motorboat [n -S]
	PARAWING     AAGINPRW     parachute + wing, winglike parachute [n -S]
	PEEKAPOO     AEEKOOPP     Pe(e)kingese + poodle, dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S]
	PHARMING     AGHIMNPR     pharmaceutical + farming, production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [v]
	PHISHING GHHIINPS phreak + fishing, PHISH, practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [v]
	PHREAKER     AEEHKPRR     phone + freak + (er), one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S]
	PICLORAM     ACILMOPR     picolinic acid + chloramine, herbicide [n -S]
	PINOTAGE AEGINOPT Pinot (Noir)+ Hermitage, names of types of grapes [n -S]
	PLEATHER     AEEHLPRT     plastic + leather, plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S]
	PLENCHES     CEEHLNPS     pliers + wrenches, tool serving as pliers and wrench [n]
	PORTAPAK     AAKOPPRT     portable + package, portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S]
	POSITRON     INOOPRST     positive + electron, subatomic particle [n -S]
	POSTGRAD ADGOPRST post + graduate, student continuing formal education after graduation [n -S]
	PREGGERS EEGGPRRS     pregnant + gers, pregnant (carry developing fetus in uterus) [adj]
	PREMEDIC     CDEEIMPR     pre-medical, premed (student preparing for study of medicine) [n -S]
	PROMOING    GIMNOOPR     promoting, PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v]
	PROSUMER     EMOPRRSU     professional + consumer, one who buys electronic products that are in quality between consumer and professional grades [n -S]
	PULMOTOR     LMOOPRTU     pulmonary + resuscitator, respiratory device [n -S]
	PULTRUDE     DELPRTUU     pull + extrude, to make plastic object by drawing resin-coated glass fibers through die [v -D, -DING, -S]
	Q
	R
	RADWASTE     AADERSTW     radioactive + waste, radioactive waste [n -S]
	RECCEING     CCEEGINR     rec(ce)onnoitering, RECCE, to reconnoiter [v]
	RECONNED CDEENNOR reconnoitered, to reconnoiter [v]
	REFUSNIK     EFIKNRSU     refusal + Sputnik?, Soviet citizen who was refused permission to emigrate [n -S]
	REHABBER     ABBEEHRR     one that rehabilitates + ber, one that rehabs (to restore to good condition) [n -S]
	ROBOCALL     ABCLLOOR     robotic + call, telephone call from automated source that delivers prerecorded message to large number of people [n -S]
	ROTOTILL     ILLOORTT     rotary + o + till, to till soil with type of farming implement [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	S
	SCHIZIER CEHIIRSZ schizhoid(ier), affected with schizophrenia (type of psychotic disorder) [adj]
	SHROOMER    EHMOORRS    mushroom+(er), one who enjoys eating mushrooms [n -S]
	SILASTIC ACIILSST silicon + elastic, trademark [n -S]
	SKEDDING     DDEGIKNS     sch(k)ed(d)uling, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v]
	SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ sleazy + humanoid, person of low morals or character [n -S]
	SLIMSIER     EIILMRSS     slim + flimsier, SLIMSY, flimsy (lacking solidity or strength) [adj]
	SNOCOACH    ACCHNOOS    snow + coach, bus-like vehicle with large tires or tracks for traveling on snow [n -ES]
	SOLIQUID     DIILOSQU     solid + liquid, fluid colloidal system [n -S]
	SONOBUOY    BNOOOSUY    sonar + o+ buoy, buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S]
	SPANSULE     AELNPSSU     time span + capsule, trademark [n -S]
	SPECTING CEGINPST ex(s)pecting, SPECT, expecting [v]
	SPRADDLE     ADDELPRS     sprawl + straddle, to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SQUEGGED DEEGGQSU squeeze + wedg(g)ed, SQUEG, to oscillate in irregular manner [v]
	SQUIGGLE     EGGILQSU     squirm + wriggle, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	STANDISH ADHINSST stand + dish, receptacle for pens and ink [n -ES]
	STICTION      CIINOSTT      static + friction, force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S]
	STOLPORT     LOOPRSTT     short + takeoff + landing + airport, airport for aircraft needing comparatively short runways [n -S]
	SUMBITCH     BCHIMSTU     son + of + a (um) + bitch, offensive word [n -ES]
	SUPERPRO     EOPPRRSU     superior + professional, superior professional [n -S]
	SYNGASES     AEGNSSSY     synthetic + gases, SYNGAS, mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen used in chemical synthesis [n]
	SYNTHPOP     HNOPPSTY     synthesizer + popular, popular music played with synthesizers [n -S]
	SYSADMIN     ADIMNSSY     system + administrator, system administrator [n -S]
	T
	TARNALLY AALLNRTY (e)ternal, TARNAL, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adv]
	TEENYBOP     BEENOPTY     teen(y)ager + bopper, pertaining to young teenager [n -S]
	TELECAST     ACEELSTT     television + broadcast, to broadcast television [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TELECINE     CEEEILNT     television + cinema, broadcasting of movie on television [n -S]
	TELECOMM     CEELMMOT     telecommunication, telecommunication [n -S]
	TELEPLAY AEELLPTY television + play, play written for television [n-S]
	TELETHON     EEHLNOTT     television + marathon, fund-raising television program [n -S]
	TELEXING EEGILNTX  teleprinter + exchanges + (ing), TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v]
	TRANKING AGIKNNRT tranq(k)utilizing, to tranquilize [v]
	TRAVELOG AEGLORTV travel + monolog, lecture or film on traveling [n -S]
	TRIMARAN     AAIMNRRT     tri (three) + catamaran, sailing vessel [n -S]
	TWERKING GIEKNRTW twitching + jerking, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]
	U
	UMTEENTH     EEHMNTTU     umpty (Morse Code colloquial name for a dash) + teen + th, indefinite but not early position in sequence [adj]
	UTILIDOR     DIILORTU     utility + corridor, insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S]
	V
	VARACTOR AACORRTV variable + reactor, capacitor with variable resistance [n -S]
	VARISTOR     AIORRSTV     variable + resistor, type of electrical resistor [n -S]
	VIDEOCAM     ACDEIMOV     video + camera, camera for recording images and usually sound [n -S]
	VIDEOTEX     DEEIOTVX     video + text, electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber’s video screen [n -ES]
	W
	WANNABEE    AABEENNW    want + to (na) + be + e, wannabe (one who aspires to be like someone else) [n -S]
	WARFARIN     AAFINRRW     Wisconsin + Alumni + Research + Foundation + coumarin, chemical compound [n -S]
	WEBISODE     BDEEIOSW     web + episode, episode of television show that can be viewed on website [n -S]
	WHODUNIT    DHINOTUW    who + done(un) it?, mystery story [n -S]
	WORKFARE     AEFKORRW     work + welfare,] welfare program that requires recipients to perform public-service work [n -S]
	X
	Y
	YESSIREE     EEEIRSSY     yes + sir + ee, yessir (use to express assent) [interj]
	Z
	ZIRCALOY     ACILORYZ     zirconium + alloy, zirconium alloy [n -S]

